Pro

Nologin, a company
connected thanks
to Interact Pro

Nologin, for its offices in Zaragoza,
was looking for a change in its
lighting. In just one day, Interact Pro
became a reality, opening up a range
of multiple lighting possibilities.

“Interact Pro and the new lighting
defines us as a company with the following
components of flexibility, dynamism and
customization. We have found a very solid
solution for us.”
Jorge Marco. Nologin Operations Director

Customer challenge

Solution

When Nologin decided to renovate its facilities, it was
clear that lighting was a very important element for its
future projects.

The system allows managers and employees, depending
on their level of authorisation, to light spaces to their
liking, creating scenes based on the time of day to
make better use of natural light. The aim is to make
the working environment more comfortable and make
savings of almost 70% compared to the previous
lighting option.

For a company that specialises in technology the
lighting control became a priority within the different
changes they projected for their new offices, in which
the multiple work spaces and the different employee
work shifts which cover 24 hours, required different
scenes and possibilities. Interact Pro has managed to
offer them, depending on each user, task or location, a
light for each particular moment.

Therefore, a SME like Nologin can control from a simple
application on any device (mobile, tablet or computer)
the different lighting points or motion sensors, as
Interact Pro also allows the installation of
presence detectors.

www.interact-lighting.com/pro

Interact – Making it happen
In total Nologin has installed 120 CoreLine Panels,
which do not require complex installation and that in five
steps (unpacking the product, installing the gateway,
downloading the program, configuring the luminaires
and finally managing the system within the Interact Pro
portal) allow the scenes in the different rooms to be
configured, in just a few hours, to obtain the desired
lighting level. In addition, there is no need to rewire,

which is a benefit in terms of both time and money.
Maintenance is not necessary either, since the system
itself has an alert system.
Like Nologin, any SME can find within Interact Pro the
best lighting solution for their company, adapting to
any office or workspace and obtaining cost savings,
efficiency and overall well-being.

Visual comfort

Energy saving

The ability to individually control
light scenes and lighting intensity,
both area by area and point
by point, ensures that Nologin
workers and users enjoy the
best lighting conditions for
each working task.

Thanks to the new luminaires
and the Interact Pro
management system, Nologin
has achieved energy savings of
70% compared to the previous
installation.

Easy installation

Customized control

The existing wiring was used
for the installation of the new
luminaires, which meant that
the lighting system could be
updated quickly in a single
day, saving on installation work and minimising
disruption to the company’s daily work.

Interact Pro allows individual
control of lighting through
any device connected to
the network (mobile, tablet,
computer... ) regulating the
different points of light in the installation to
create a more intelligent working environment.

Find out how Interact Pro can transform your business
www.interact-lighting.com/pro
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